We assemble everything from portable trailers with 2 rifles and 10 animations, to depot-sized galleries that can accommodate up to 30 rifles and 150+ animations. Each shooting gallery is 100% customizable, with options starting at themes, which props/animations you'd like to include, and even how much you'd like to charge your clients per game. Really, your imagination is the limit. We build it, they shoot at it, you profit!
We’re the world’s oldest and premier electronic shooting gallery manufacturer, offering state-of-the-art galleries equipped with the latest technology. Our galleries have entertained children of all ages in Mexico, Europe, the Far East, Australia, the Middle East and 17 states in the US since 1979.

Pirates at The Fort

INFRARED RIFLES
Besides shooting an infrared beam, our rifles are equipped with an electromechanical solenoid that creates a “kickback” so, YES, you can actually FEEL the recoil!

RIFLE CONTROLLER
This module controls the infrared area that is used to shoot targets. One rifle controller goes in each rifle station within the game. This part also contains the displays that show the high score, score for the previous game, available credits, and shots left in the current game. The rifle controller also includes an audio card and can be connected to the ticket redemption system, adjustable to client needs.

WORLDWIDE SERVICE AND SALES SINCE 1979

info@shootinggalleries.com  Formerly **EHLERS SHOOTING GALLERIES INC. **+1 818-584-2630